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Welcome...
I am delighted you are thinking about applying to St Mary’s Sixth Form. We are incredibly
proud to be the only school based Sixth Form
in the Fylde, providing a unique Catholic post
16 education.
Our mission is to provide an outstanding
whole-person education through which all are
challenged to grow in wisdom, understanding, self-esteem and closeness to God. Each
student is known individually; accesses high
quality teaching and learning and enrichment
opportunities; is encouraged to strive to achieve their best and given personalised attention and active support to succeed.
We celebrate high levels of academic success, with a significant number of students joining University courses at Oxford, Cambridge and Russell Group Universities or pursuing degrees in competitive fields such as
Medicine or Law. Similarly, career pathways after A levels are actively
supported; recently students have been successful in gaining places on
apprenticeships at BAE Systems, Blackpool Transport, the Local Authority and the Civil Service to name but a few.
Our students are fortunate to enjoy our amazing building which includes
facilities such as the Sixth Form Science lab, well-resourced media studies suite, a breath-taking Sixth Form art studio, a state of the art drama theatre and outdoor stage area, not forgetting the Sixth Form social
learning space with its deli bar and kitchen facilities.
St Mary’s offers a forward thinking Sixth Form, small enough for you to be
known individually but large enough to provide a breadth of courses and
experienced staff to help you on your journey. We look forward to receiving your application and welcoming you to discuss your subject choices
for this next crucial phase of your education.
Mr. Simon Eccles
Head Teacher

St. Mary’s Sixth Form is distinctive yet
connected to the whole academy and
fully embraces its ethos. Alongside ensuring academic success, we also focus
on developing the whole person. It is our
mission to fully prepare our students for
life after Sixth Form in whichever direction they choose to take.
There is a genuine community spirit in
our Sixth Form, facilitated by the designated Sixth Form learning spaces within
the building, shared social space within
the learning house and mixed tutor groups, which encourage friendships across the two year groups as well as providing an opportunity for
peer subject-based coaching.
The pastoral care provided by our Sixth Form tutors is excellent. Our
team is made up of A-level teachers from a variety of subject backgrounds and, as our students’ key person, their experience is invaluable.
They are able to offer essential personalized support, not only for study
related queries but also for UCAS applications, CVs and references.
Students are strongly encouraged to participate in enrichment activities through which they connect with others; student-led interventions
within the academy, peer mentoring younger students in learning support with a focus on literacy and numeracy, supporting practical-based
KS3 lessons, helping at Trinity Hospice, volunteering at Blackpool Victoria, with children at Woodlands or a short placement in Nepal are just
some of the activities that our students are currently involved with.
There are also opportunities for active leadership and student voice to
influence the direction of the Sixth Form.
I look forward to meeting you.
Mrs. Jennifer Burrough
Head of Sixth Form

...to your prospectus
Another bumper set of results this Summer has led to a busy start to our Autumn term, with sixth form students preparing their
UCAS applications. Intentions range from the more traditional courses, for example Medicine, Law, Journalism and English to
vocational courses such as Nursing and topical courses such as Politics and working within the film industry.
You can achieve your goals like them by joining us at St. Mary’s Sixth Form. On the following pages are the subjects you have
shown an interest in. You can find information on these and the rest of our courses on our website:
www. st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk.
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Yr 9 Onwards

Oct - Feb
of Yr 10 & 11

Oct - Feb
of Yr 11

Jan - Mar
of Yr 11

June
of Yr 10
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September

Do your research

Come and
visit us

Apply

Subject
discussions

Taster Day

Induction Day
& Taster Day

Enrol at
St Mary’s
Sixth Form

Start at St Mary’s
Sixth Form

Download and
read through
the Academy
prospectus and
explore the wide
range of courses
available to you
at www.st-mary.
blackpool.sch.uk

Open events at
the Academy
start in October
so make sure
you visit us! It’s
a great way to
find out what
St Mary’s has
to offer and to
speak to our
students. For
details please
see our website.

Applications
to SMCA open
in October for
students at
other schools.
Click on the
Apply link
online and read
the instructions
before starting.

Subject
discussions will
take place at
the Academy
between
January and
March and are
the first chance
the Academy
will have to
meet you, so
it is important
to be prompt,
enthusiastic and
smart.

This is a
chance for you
to test drive
the subjects
that you will
apply for. You
will meet
the teachers,
some of your
classmates and
learn all about
the exciting
opportunities
available to you
once you have
enrolled.

Once you have
accepted your
place at St.
Mary’s you will
be invited to
attend your
induction day.

If you have
accepted your
place you
will receive a
letter during
the summer
term with your
enrolment date
and time. GCSE
results will be
out on the last
Thursday of
August and
enrolment will
take place on
this date.

September is
here and the
time has finally
arrived for you
to start at St.
Mary’s. Don’t
be nervous
everyone is
really friendly
and there will
be an induction
evening for you
and your family
in the first
couple of weeks.

BIOLOGY

“The most exciting phrase to hear in science,
the one that heralds the most discoveries, is not
“Eureka!” But “That’s funny....””
Isaac Asimov

A Level
Mr Brookes - Subject Coordinator
cco@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Biology is an exciting and
rapidly advancing science.
Biologists are making an
increasing contribution to
ensuring the world becomes
a healthier and safer place. Do
you want to work at the cutting
edge of Science? Biology could
be for you. Entry to this course
requires a minimum grade 6
at GCSE in Maths higher grade
passes.
The structure of the two year
course:
First year of A-Level
• Biological Molecules
• Cells
• Organisms exchange
substances with their
environment
• Genetic information,
variation and relationships
between organisms
Second year of A-Level
• Energy transfers in and
between organisms
• Organisms respond to

•
•

changes in their internal
and external environments
Genetics, populations,
evolution and ecosystems
The control of gene
expression

Areas of study
Biology, like all sciences, is a
practical subject. Throughout
the course you will carry out
practical activities including:
• Using microscopes to see
cell division
• Dissection of animal or
plant systems
• Aseptic techniques to study
microbial growth
• Investigating activity within
cells
• Investigation of animal
behaviours
• Investigating distributions
of species in the
environment
These practical activities
will give you the skills and
confidence needed to
investigate the way living
things behave and work. It will

also ensure that you’ll have
the skills needed to carry out
successful experiments at
degree level.
Future Opportunities:
Studying Biology will provide
you with an excellent
opportunity to develop
skills that will transfer to
a wide range of university
courses. You can go on
to a science or medically
related degree course, such
as Biochemistry, Dentistry,
Ecology, Marine Biology,
Medicine, Neuroscience,
Nursing, Optometry, Pharmacy,
Physiotherapy, Podiatry, Sports
Science and Veterinary Science.
Exam Board: AQA
http://filestore.aqa.org.
uk/resources/biology/
specifications/AQA-7401-7402SP-2015.PDF

BUSINESS STUDIES
Level 3 Cambridge Technical
Mr Phillips - Head of Business Studies
iph@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
The Cambridge Technical is
a hands-on practical course
accepted by Russell Group
Universities: an ideal choice for
budding entrepreneurs and
aspiring business students. You
will be introduced to the real
world business environment
and will compare the UK to
other economies around the
globe. The Extended Certificate
is a two year course equivalent
to one A level qualification.
The AS equivalent will be
awarded on the completion
of the first year of the course.
Assessment is 60% coursework
and 20% examination assessed
throughout the year.
Areas of study in year one are:
• Business Environment - An
exam. You will develop an
understanding of how and
why businesses operate in
the way they do.
• Working in Business—
skills and understanding
needed to work effectively
within a business
environment. This includes
arranging meetings,

•

working with business
documents, making
payments, prioritising
business activities and
communicating with
stakeholders.
Customers and
communication - you
will learn the purpose,
methods and importance of
communication in business
and the appropriateness
of different forms of
communication for different
situations.

Areas of study in year two are:
• Responsible Business
Practices - This unit
introduces the concept
of responsible business
practices (sometimes
known as corporate social
responsibility). Students
will learn how a business
manages its activities to
produce a positive impact
on society.
• Business Events—The ability
to organise an event is an
important skill needed by
people working in business.
This practical unit will

help you develop the skills
required to plan and make
preparations for business
events support the running
of events and review the
extent to which events have
been successful.
What Next?
Progression into Higher
Education and /or into
employment such as
Apprenticeships. In previous
years students have been
successful with BAE, Civil
Service, Siemens & KPMG.
Accountant, Advertising
accountant, Chartered
management accountant,
Company Secretary,
Commodity / Futures Broker,
Corporate investment banker,
Management consultant,
Marketing, Risk manager,
Retail manager, systems
analyst, Sales executive,
Stockbroker, Systems
Analyst.
http://www.ocr.org.uk/
Images/258757-centrehandbook-certificates.pdf

CHEMISTRY
A Level
Miss Parr - Subject Lead
cmh@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Chemistry is exciting and
challenging. Studying A Level
Chemistry is a route for some
fantastic career opportunities
in the areas of Science,
Medicine and Engineering.
Challenges facing society
today can often be overcome
with the work of chemists.
Chemistry helps us to live
more sustainably, contributing
towards the development of
renewable and low carbon
energy sources. Synthesis of
organic molecules can help us
to develop pharmaceuticals
and improve human health in
a changing world. Entry to this
course requires a minimum
grade 6 at GCSE in Maths and
Science higher grade passes.
Areas of study
In the first year of the A-level
students are given a solid
grounding in physical, organic
and inorganic chemistry which
will give them an excellent
foundation to build on.

“It was difficult to make the transition from GCSE
Chemistry to A level but it has been massively
rewarding.”

Practical work is at the heart of
the study of chemistry and the
skills and knowledge students
learn will stand them in good
stead in their future scientific
careers and at university.
Students’ practical skills and
knowledge will be assessed in
all of the exams that they will
take alongside their theoretical
knowledge and understanding.
Paper 1:
Inorganic chemistry with
relevant physical chemistry.
Assessment
Written exam 2 hours
35% of A-level.
Paper 2:
Organic chemistry with
relevant physical chemistry.
Assessment
Written exam 2 hours
35% of A-level.
Paper 3:
All practical skills, all content.
Assessment written exam 2
hours
30% of A-level.

Future Opportunities:
Chemistry can open so many
doors for you in the future.
It is seen as a challenging,
academic and rigorous A
level that will impress a lot
of universities / employers. A
level chemistry can lead to
many careers in healthcare
such as medicine, pharmacy
and dentistry but is also
extremely useful in careers
in the biological sciences,
physics, mathematics,
pharmacology and analytical
chemistry. Chemistry is also
taken by many law applicants
as it shows you can cope with
difficult concepts.
Exam Board: AQA
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
subjects/science/as-and-a-level/
chemistry-7404-7405

COMPUTER SCIENCE
A Level
Mrs Grant - Head of Computer Science
gwa@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?

solve a problem and provide
a working solution.
Data Representation - how
computers manage and
store data such as binary,
images and sound.
Computer Architecture how computers are made
up inside and how the
components work together
to make a computer system.
Communication and
Networks - learn about
the structure of computer
networks and the internet
and how we transfer data
safely and securely.

This course has been
designed to give students an
in depth understanding of
the fundamental concepts of
computer science. If you have
a real interest in the use of
computers to develop software
and you enjoy the challenge of
problem solving, you might be
looking for a career in games
development or systems
analysis. You will develop the
capacity for thinking creatively,
innovatively, analytically,
logically and critically.

•

Areas of study

Other topics include: data
structures, computer systems,
consequences of computing,
Big Data, Problem Solving,
Databases.

The course covers SOME of the
following areas and topics:
• Fundamentals of
Programming - learn, use
and apply the basic building
blocks of programming
• Fundamentals of
Algorithms - learn about
existing methods to solve
problems and apply them.
• Theory of Computation learn about being able to

•

•

A-level Computing A2:
Paper 1 (Theory and Practical
Programming On Screen Exam)
40% (of A2)
Paper 2 (Theory) 40% (of A2)
Project (Practical Computing
Project and report) 20% (of A2)

Future Opportunities:
Computing opens the door
to a wide range of careers
both with IT companies and
those who use computers
in industry, commerce,
government service and the
universities. Programming
and Software Development,
Telecommunications and
Networking, Scientific
Research, Web and Internet
Services Computer Science,
Software Engineering or
Games Development. With
Computing being a science
based subject it complements
other subjects well and is
recognised by universities
Exam Board: AQA
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
subjects/computer-scienceand-it/as-and-a-level/computerscience-7516-7517

ENGLISH LANGUAGE
A Level
Mrs Lavis - Head of English
jla@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
English Language A level
enables students to become
linguistically fluent in analysing
how language is used and
to explain, in significant
depth, how writers exploit
and manipulate language for
purpose and effect. Following
the reformed GCSE English
Language, it is the next step
in language analysis, building
upon critical skills acquired at
GCSE.
Areas of Study
A wide range of topics are
studied throughout the
course including an Original
Writing unit which allows
students to flex their creative
muscles! English Language
A Level study units enable
opportunities for independent
research on a sociolinguistic
topic. Such a variety within
the syllabus provides range
and dynamism for the English
Language students, keeping it
fresh, interesting and relevant.

We look at language in a wider
context and study the social,
historical and cultural impact
of the written and spoken
word. One key area of study
is exploring how the English
language developed and
continues to adapt, change
and evolve over time.
A level English Language
Modules:
Language Concepts and
Issues - Analysis of spoken
language transcripts and key
issues (ranging from language
acquisition to language and
power).
Language Change over Time
- Wide range of language
change studied ranging from
Early Modern English to how
English is used in the C21st.
Creative and Critical Use
of Language—Two original
writing tasks and one
commentary.
Coursework: Language and
Identity — Independent
Extended Essay ( 20% of overall
A-Level)
Exam Units: 3 exams plus 1

piece of coursework
Future Opportunities:
The ability to communicate
effectively is paramount: a
desirable addition to any A
level combination. English
Language is extremely
complementary to many
subjects and can lead to a
variety of degrees and careers.
Of course there are more
specialised English Language
and Linguistic courses,
which can lead to a career in
speech therapy, publishing
and specialist roles like a
lexicographer or a forensic
linguist. Many students who
study English Language go on
to do journalism, marketing,
PR, human resources,
management, advertising, law,
publishing, media, librarian,
writer and, of course, teaching.
Exam Board: Eduqas
https://www.eduqas.co.uk/
qualifications/englishlanguage-as-a-level

ENGLISH LITERATURE
A Level
Mrs Lavis - Head of English
jla@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
By choosing Literature, you will
embark on exciting reading
opportunities, exposing you to
literature from a multitude of
genres, forms and time periods.
However, English Literature is
not ‘just’ about reading books;
it opens doors to a plethora
of cultures, philosophies and
emotions, allowing you to
explore subjects beyond that
which you expect to find in a
literary classic.

including John Donne, John
Wilmot, Thomas Hardy,
Andrew Marvell and Christina
Rossetti. We also prepare you
to respond to unseen poetry
comparatively.

Areas of study

Unit 2: Modern Times: literature
from 1945 to the present day;
This unit opens up to themes
of insanity, identity, gender and
society, crime and morality. We
explore Tennessee William’s
‘A Streetcar Named Desire’;
Margaret Atwood’s ‘The
Handmaid’s Tale’ and Carol Ann
Duffy’s ‘Feminine Gospels’.

Unit 1: With an overarching
theme of ‘Love Through the
Ages’, you will develop your
skills of language analysis to
discover love, loss, suffering,
grief and heartache. Across
your two years of study,
you will read and explore
modern day literature as
well as the classics. It will be
an unforgettable journey as
you explore your own, and
others’ interpretations of these
literary texts! Texts covered:
Shakespeare’s ‘Othello’; F.
Scott Fitzgerald’s ‘The Great
Gatsby’; AQA Poetry Anthology

NEA: 20% Coursework – You
will be given the opportunity
to embark on a non-exam
assessment independent
study. You will choose two
texts with a common theme (1
text must be pre-1900) and will
explore and investigate your
own topic focus. Some of the
texts our students enjoy for
this unit are: Lionel Shriver’s
‘We Need to Talk About Kevin’,
Sylvia Plath’s The Bell Jar,
Oscar Wilde’s The Picture of
Dorian Gray, Stevenson’s Dr
Jekyll and Mr Hyde, Ken Kesey’s
One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s

Nest and Charlotte-Perkins
Gillman’s The Yellow Wallpaper.
Future Opportunities:
Popular degree courses chosen
by past students have included
English Literature, Linguistics,
Creative Writing and Drama
. Students who have studied
English Literature at A Level
have gone on to a broad range
of careers including teaching,
journalism, marketing, law,
psychology, business, politics,
maths and medicine to
name just a few! Please note:
English A-Levels are widely
accepted as an additional
subject to sciences and maths
for students who wish to go
into health, veterinary care,
and medicine. English is
considered to be a traditional
and well-respected A-Level by
Universities and can therefore
act as a passport to a wide
variety of non-related courses.
Exam Board: AQA
AQA https://www.aqa.org.uk/
subjects/english/as-and-a-level/
english-literature-a-7711-7712

FINE ART
A Level
Miss Johnson - Head of Art
cjo@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Fine Art is the making and study
of visual art such as painting,
drawing, printmaking and
sculpture. The course covers
and extends upon a variety of
processes and skills which can be
developed on a specialist art and
design degree course. Analytical
and observational skills can be
utilised in a wide range of working
environments.
Areas of study
Following a series of introductory
practical workshops to include,
printmaking, experimental
drawing and painting and
experimental image making
using Photoshop, You will work on
personalised themes dependent
on your area of interest; themes
are as diverse as food, natural
forms, portraiture and identity
and architecture, for example.
You will develop and complete
an extended coursework project;
your personal investigation, and
follow a creative journey and in
depth study into artists, designers
and photographers and generate
work in response relating to their
chosen theme.
The first year
Component 1: An exploratory
unit leading into a personal
investigation. You will have the

“The study of Art makes you see the world from a
different viewpoint and encourages you to think
in a more abstract way.”

opportunity to extend your artistic
ability and gain confidence in
the use of different media and
digital editing techniques. Initial
work covers formal elements,
gathering appropriate research,
observational and experimental
drawing as well as displaying
evidence of a high level of critical
understanding often involving
visits to galleries. Themes are
established and you will produce
a portfolio of experimental work
and develop techniques relating to
your own theme and in response
to contextual references and
additional research.

to develop. You will spend time
researching your chosen theme
through a series of observational
drawings, photographs, visits
to art exhibitions and during
the creation of experimental
practical pieces. You will select
an appropriate starting point
and embark upon a project in
response. You will have 15 hours
over 3 days to complete your final
outcome.

The second year
Component 1 : Focus on
personal investigation: You will
develop your own emerging art
practice in a more personal way,
supplemented by research and
gallery visits and a personal
response to work by other
artists, craftspeople, designers
and photographers. This is an
opportunity to refine experiments,
build your portfolio and work
towards reaching a conclusive
outcome.

Future opportunities
Progression to university on to
an art or design related degree
course, or a Foundation Diploma
or Level 0 Course in Art and
Design; this would lead to a
degree. A degree in Fine Art
or Design related degree can
lead to the following careers;
Advertising, Architect, Interior
designer, Animator, Artist,
Fashion designer, film and media
production, Theatre Costume or
Set Designer, Graphic designer,
furniture maker or restorer,
illustrator, Fashion stylist, make-up
artist, photographer, sign maker,
textile designer opportunity to
set up, run own business - the
possibilities are wide ranging.

Component 2 : An externally
set themed body of work. The
Examination board will set a range
of project starting points and you
will select one of these themes

Assessment weighting
60% Component 1 (coursework)
40% Component 2 (externally set
task)

FRENCH

“A level French opens a window into another
culture and way of expression. It’s handy for
holidays too!”

A Level
Miss Lynch - Head of MFL
fil@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?

Areas of study

Alongside English, French,
spoken by over 250 million
people worldwide, is the
official language of the United
Nations. It’s the only language
other than English spoken
on all five of the world’s
continents. Any modern
language is highly sought after
by employers and can be the
key to success in the current
job market, and French is one
of the top five languages used
in business. Top universities
recognise and respect the
demands of studying French
and the wide array of skills
acquired. This A level enables
learners to achieve greater
fluency, grammatical accuracy
and confidence. The French
department aims to instil
a passion for this exciting
language and to provide you
with an invaluable tool for
your future which will make
you highly competitive and
employable.

100% examination
Topics include: Aspects of
French-speaking society:
current trends, Aspects of
French-speaking society:
current issues, Artistic culture
in the French-speaking world
and Aspects of political life on
the French-speaking world. You
will also study in depth either
one literary text and one film or
two literary texts and you will
research a topic of your choice
for the speaking exam. You
will develop your knowledge
of French through reading and
listening to authentic source
materials and learning how to
extract information, initiate
conversations and respond to
questions both orally and in
writing.
Paper 1 (50%) – listening,
reading and writing exam,
including short translations
from French into English and
English into French.

Paper 2 (20%) – writing exam,
an essay on each of the literary
texts/films studied.
Paper 3 (30%) – speaking exam
on the four themes and an
independent research project.
Future Opportunities:
French is seen as an academic
subject by universities and at
degree level combines well
with almost any subject. A
successful grade in this course
offers valuable skills for foreign
travel, further education and
employment. Example careers
are: translator or interpreter
(United Nations, European
Union, NATO), tourism,
business, the airline industry,
finance, e-commerce, teaching
and the Foreign Service,
among many other career
paths.
Exam board: AQA
AQA specification: https://www.
aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/
as-and-a-level/french-7652

GENERAL RE
Mr Allan - Head of RE
pal@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Areas of study
September—December
Students will spend time in
small groups debating a range
of ethical, moral, religious and
contemporary issues.
January (y12) - December
(y13) Students decide whether
to complete an Extended
Project Qualification (EPQ)
or a Working With Others
qualification (WWO).
January - May (year 13)
Students explore the beliefs
and practises of the people
around them in a nonexamined course.
Extended Project
Qualification (EPQ)
The EPQ is a project based
AS level which can take four
forms: A 5000 word essay, an
experiment, a performance
piece (a monologue, a piece
of music or dance etc.) an
artefact (a sculpture, a series of
paintings, a software package)

“At my first university interview they were really
interested in my EPQ on stem cell research. It
gave my confidence a boost to have something I
felt expert on to talk about”

Why choose EPQ?
• UCAS points for University
entry
• Many universities are
looking for students
who have completed an
extended project. Some
admissions tutors may make
two alternative offers, one
of which involves success in
the Extended Project (e.g.
Either BBB at A-level or BBC
at A-level plus Extended
Project).
• Excellent preparation for
working life, or University,
as it will develop the skills
of research, reflection and
independent study skills.
• You are able to choose your
own topic, it is like being
able to write your own AS
level.
Working With Others (WWO)
Students who prefer a less
academic course and enjoy
contributing to society can
choose Working With Others.
Students choose a project
which will be completed in
a group. Options include:
tutoring lower school students;

volunteering at Woodlands
or any other charitable
organisation; coordinating
a charity event; coaching a
football team; organising an
extra- curricular activity for
younger students etc.
Why choose WWO?
• You can earn UCAS points
• You will have something to
include on your personal
statement/ CV
• 73% of employers would
recruit a candidate with
volunteering experience
over one without
• You will develop your skills,
gain new interests and
hobbies
Future Opportunities:
An EPQ or WWO qualification
will set you apart from other
candidates when applying
for a place at university, an
apprenticeship or a job. Both
courses develop skills and
show an employer or university
admissions tutor or that you
are a student who is selfmotivated, independent and
committed to learning.

GEOGRAPHY
A Level
Mrs Stephenson - Head of Geography
rst@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk

“The Geography team are the most supportive
and dedicated tutors I have ever met, delivering
a wide range of engaging topics. I hadn’t
appreciated before the course just how diverse
and useful the skill set is. I highly recommend it!”

Is this course for me?

Areas of study

Future Opportunities

Geography is about the study
of people and places. You
will discover how the human
and physical worlds interact,
how people affect their
environment and how the
environment affects them. A
Level Geography develops a
range of transferable skills,
including numeracy and
statistics, graphical and
cartographic skills. This
course helps you to improve
vital literacy skills when
reading source material and
communicating arguments
through essay based
responses. You will explore the
idea of ‘place’ and interpret
how different groups of people
understand places from the
local to the global.

This exciting course is designed
to equally combine the
human and physical aspects
of Geography. Topics include
coastal systems, contemporary
urban environments,
changing places, water and
carbon cycles, hazards and
global systems and global
governance.

You will be able to follow any
Geography, Environmental or
Social Science degree course.
Statistically, Geography
graduates enjoy the lowest
unemployment figures.
Geography will support an
application to almost any other
degree area. A Level Geography
is highly valued by employers
in all sectors, from the civil
service and public sector, to
the military and scientific
research, to travel and tourism
and the growing green
economy and environmental
sectors. Careers include H.R.,
Management, marketing, retail
and financial services.

The A Level is 80% exam and
20% coursework. In the first
year you will study Water
and Carbon Cycles, Hazards
and Changing Places. In the
Summer term you will spend
four days in the field, where
you will collect data to write up
a 3000-4000 word report that
will account for 20% of your A
Level.
In year 2 you will continue with
your coursework and alongside
study the final units Coastal
Systems, Contemporary Urban
Environments and Global
Governance.

Exam Board: AQA
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
subjects/geography/as-and-alevel/geography-7037

GRAPHIC COMMUNICATION
A Level
Miss Johnson - Head of Graphic Communication
cjo@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Graphic Communication is the
process of visual communication
and problem-solving through the
use of type, space and image.
Graphics are all around us – the
packaging we use, lettering,
illustration, labels and brands
that we see every day, advertising
across a range of platforms. It’s
all designed and created through
graphic design processes. The
areas that the course focuses
on are illustration, advertising,
branding and information
graphics.
Areas of study
Following a series of introductory
practical workshops to include,
printmaking, experimental
drawing and observations,
experimental image making and
manipulation using Photoshop,
you will work on personalised
themes dependent on your
area of interest; themes are as
diverse as the rebranding of food
and drink, beauty and fashion,
sport, festivals, architecture
and gaming for example. You
will develop and complete an
extended coursework project;
your personal investigation, and
follow a creative journey and in
depth study into artists, designers
and photographers and generate
work in response relating to their
chosen theme.
The first year
Component 1: An exploratory
unit leading into a personal

investigation
During this period, you will be able
to explore and experiment with all
the different elements that make
up Graphic Communication such
as. You will gain confidence in the
use of different media and digital
editing techniques. Initial work
consists of gathering research,
understanding presentation
techniques, observational
experiments and analytical skills.
You will produce a portfolio of
experimental work as evidence.
The second year
Component 1: Focus on personal
investigation
You will develop your own
emerging graphic practice in a
more personal way, your personal
investigation will be a response to
a chosen design and rebranding
brief. This is an opportunity to
refine experiments, build your
portfolio and produce final
outcomes.
Component 2: An externally set
themed body of work
The Examination board will set
a range of project themes and
starting points and you will
select one of these to develop.
You will spend time researching
your chosen theme through a
series of research, observational
experiments, photographs,
refined pieces of work and visits
to art exhibitions. You will select
an appropriate starting point

and embark upon a project in
response. You will have 15 hours
over 3 days to complete your final
outcome and response.
Assessment weighting
60% Component 1 (coursework)
40% Component 2 (externally set
task)
Future Opportunities
Progression to university on to
an art or design related degree
course, or a Foundation Diploma or
Level 0 Course in Art and Design;
this would lead to a degree.
A degree in Fine Art or Design
related degree can lead to the
following careers;
Advertising, Architect,
Architectural technician, Spatial
designer, Interior designer,
Animator, Art Director, Artist, Art/
Photography/Design teacher/
Tutor, Fashion designer, Fashion
or Product Buyer, Photography
studio, Film and Media production,
Theatre Costume or Set Designer,
Graphic designer, Illustrator,
Fashion stylist, Make-up artist,
Photographer, Screen Printer,
Sign Maker, Textile Designer,
opportunity to set up and run your
own business - the possibilities are
wide ranging.
Exam Board: AQA
https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/
art-and-design/as-and-a-level/
art-and-design/subject-content/
graphic-communication

HEALTH ACADEMY
Mrs Burrough - Head of Sixth Form
jbu@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
After GCSE, students select 3
supporting A levels at St. Mary’s Sixth
Form plus Health Academy.
This is incredible preparation for a job
or health related degree leading to a
healthcare career.
Students can expect to enjoy
the challenge of a day a week
in a dynamic, challenging work
environment within the NHS where
there are many varied career
opportunities available. Practical
workplace skills will be developed.
This is incredible preparation for a
job or health related degree leading
to a healthcare career, including
medicine.
Please note that there is NO AS or A
level qualification attached to this
choice.
Your journey will include a rotation
of linked placements, from the
following:
Nursing
Adult/general nursing, mental health
nursing, learning disability nursing
and children’s nursing.
Nurses care for physically or mentally
ill adults and children and provide
support for their families, in hospitals
and the community. The job can vary
from helping someone learn basic
daily tasks to administering life-

An exciting, innovative and practical development
in partnership with Blackpool Teaching Hospitals
NHS trust. If you have considered a career in
healthcare or medicine, read on!

saving drugs. Midwives help mothersto-be and their families throughout
pregnancy, labour and the first days
of a newborn’s life. They work in both
hospitals and the community and are
trained to ensure each mother gets
the care and help she wants or needs.

and dance injuries and circulation
problems in patients at risk from
amputation.

Biomedical Sciences
Investigate samples of body
tissue and fluids to enable doctors
to diagnose and plan patients’
treatment. From cancer screening
Medicine
to blood transfusion and infection
There are more than 60 different
control, they are a vital part of the
specialties that doctors can
healthcare team. Clinical scientists
work in, including emergency
working in clinical biochemistry
medicine, general practice,
analyse specimens of body fluids or
psychiatry, radiology, obstetrics and
gynaecology, pathology, anaesthetics, tissues and interpret the results. They
paediatrics and surgery, and medical develop new techniques for doing
this and advise clinicians on how to
specialties including dermatology,
diagnose and treat disease. Those
gastroenterology, nuclear medicine,
working in microbiology identify
rehabilitation and neurology.
bacterial, viral, fungal and parasitic
AHP (Allied Healthcare Professional) infections to help prevent epidemics
Occupational therapists help children and help doctors diagnose and treat
their patients. They also develop
and adults to overcome physical,
better tests to diagnose infectious
psychological or social problems
diseases.
arising from illness or disability, by
concentrating on what they are able
Radiography
to achieve and enabling them to live
There are two types of radiographer.
as independently as possible.
Orthoptists diagnose and treat visual Diagnostic radiographers carry
out the imaging techniques, such
problems involving eye movement
as x-rays, used to help diagnose a
and alignment.
Physiotherapists help patients regain range of conditions. Therapeutic
radiographers are responsible for
movement lost through illness,
radiation treatment for cancer
accident or ageing.
patients, and for their well-being
Podiatrists (or chiropodists) see
during treatment.
patients of all ages to diagnose
and treat problems of the lower
limb. These include verrucas, sports

HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
A Level
Mr Phillips - Head of Health & Social Care
iph@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Health and Social Care is a
course for anyone interested
in working with people of a
variety of ages and in a range
of settings. This could range
from babies or children, people
with special needs or learning
difficulties, families and young
people, to the elderly in any
early years, educational, social
or health care profession. If
you have an approachable,
trustworthy, enthusiastic and
compassionate nature, this
course may be for you!
Areas of study
Health & Social Care aim
to develop skills as well as
academic achievement that
would be useful for a range
of careers in the Health and
Social Care Sector. The course
draws on a range of disciplines
including Biology, Sociology,
Psychology and Physiology
with the aim of giving students
a better understanding of
what it would be like to work

in a Health and Social Care
Setting. Emphasis is placed
on practical learning with
students given the opportunity
to complete work experience
and observations in a setting of
their choice. Students find that
it compliments other subjects
e.g. Psychology, Applied
Science, Biology, Sociology and
P.E.
This course is accepted by the
Russell Group universities.
Unit One: Sexual Health,
reproduction and early
development stages.
Unit Two: Equality, diversity
and rights in health and social
care (Exam)
Unit Three: Health, safety and
security in health and social
care (Exam)
Unit Four: Anatomy and
physiology for health and social
care (Exam)
Unit Five: Nutrition for health

(Internally assessed via
coursework)
In Year 13 we are now doing:
Unit 17: Supporting people with
mental health conditions.
Future Opportunities:
Studying Health and Social
Care will enable you to
progress into Higher Education
to pursue many different
careers including, Adult,
Children or
Mental Health Nursing,
Teaching, Social Work,
Physiotherapy, Occupational
Therapy, Public Health
Degrees, Midwifery and many
more.
Exam Board: OCR Cambridge
Technical
https://www.ocr.org.uk/
qualifications/cambridgetechnicals/health-and-socialcare/#level-3

HISTORY
A Level
Mrs Stephenson - Head of History
rst@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk

“History is fantastic! It enables us to improve our
analytical and reasoning skills having fun at the same
time. I enjoy finding out the stories behind the events
and exploring the reasons why events occurred.”

Is this course for me?

Areas of study

Future Opportunities:

Do you enjoy learning about
the past and want to develop a
more in-depth understanding
of how our past has, and
continues to shape our future?

Democracy and Nazism:
Germany 1918-1945 (Exam 40%)

Many of our History students
continue on to Higher
Education. The subject is
highly valued by Russell Group
universities as it develops skills
such as critical reasoning and
analysis, intellectual rigour
and independence, along with
the ability to construct an
argument and communicate
findings in a clear and
persuasive manner.

A Level History offers a way of
making sense of our collective
pasts, through methodical
enquiry and the critical use of
evidence.

Key questions: Was the Weimar
Republic doomed from the
start? Why did Hitler come
to power? How did Hitler
transform Germany?
Tudor England 1485-1603 (Exam
40%)
Key questions: How did
Henry VII safeguard the
Tudor dynasty? How serious
were the Tudor rebellions?
Was Elizabeth I the greatest
monarch ever?
Historical Investigation
(Coursework 20%)
Key questions: Your choice of
topic about a historical issue
covering 100 years

It is also equally valued by
employers and career pages
include: Law, Education,
Media, Management, Logistics,
Personnel, Marketing,
Research, Administration,
Government, Finance,
Accountancy, Retail, Public
services. Heritage, Archaeology,
Politics, Health.
Exam Board: AQA
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
subjects/history/as-and-a-level/
history-7041-7042

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Level 3
Mrs Grant - Head of Information Technology
gwa@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Ask yourself, how could I live
in a world without computers?
Computers have not only
revolutionised the way we learn,
communicate and do business but
have transformed our everyday
lives!
Technology is constantly evolving,
so a firm knowledge of computer
skills and concepts is likely to be
essential in your future career.
That’s why the IT industry is
predicted to grow at a rate of 2.5%
per year for the next ten years!
Our Computing & IT courses will
allow you to enter this exciting
industry with the skills, technical
knowledge and confidence to
make a real impact.
The job prospects are almost
endless and top IT practitioners
are always in high demand.

Areas of Study
Changes to Assessment
From September 2017 the
assessment process for the
Cambridge Technical qualification
has changed. Students now take

a total of three examinations
(two in Year 12, one in Year 13).
Students also complete one unit
of coursework. The weighting
for the revised qualification is
50% Exam 50 % Coursework. All
examinations must be passed
to gain accreditation overall.
As a result the new Cambridge
Technical qualification suits
students with a genuine interest
in ICT and a desire to take their
studies in the subject further.
Fundamentals of IT – this
facilitates a sound understanding
of IT technologies such as
hardware, networks, software and
how business use IT.
Global Information – this unit will
give you a firm understanding of
how businesses and the public use
and manage information within
their systems.
Unit 18 - Computer Hardware:
This will teach you how to
install hardware components
to a PC, with a view to testing
and considering preventative
maintenance procedures.
Unit 5 - Virtual Reality &
Augmented Reality: This will teach

you to design and create your own
VR or AR applications.
Unit 12 - Mobile Technology: This
until will broaden your knowledge
and understanding of the wider
potential of mobile technologies
and its consequences to people
and businesses.

Future Opportunities
The course is designed for
individuals who would like to
work within the IT industry
including Software Engineer,
Network Manager, IT Consultant
or Business Information Analyst
or creative industries such as:
Computer Games Development,
Website Development, Systems
Analysis, Programmer, Digital
Artist.
You can continue on to higher
and further education courses
& university to complete
Computing BSc based degrees or
apprenticeships.

Exam Board: OCR Cambridge
Technical
https://www.ocr.org.uk/
qualifications/cambridgetechnicals/informationtechnology/#level-3

MATHS/FURTHER MATHS
A Level
Mrs Dennehy - Head of Maths
jde@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Mathematics is a fascinating
and rewarding area of study. At
St. Mary’s each student works
in an atmosphere that is both
challenging and supportive.
Knowledge of mathematics
is fundamental to many areas
of higher education; there is
a national shortage of trained
mathematicians. Mathematics
complements studies in many
areas such as the sciences,
finance, economics and
business, computer studies and
engineering. Further Maths
is offered as an Enrichment
opportunity to selected
students.
Entry into this course requires
a minimum grade 6 at GCSE.
Areas of study
100% examination. The A level
is examined synoptically at the
end of Year 13.
Teachers use a range of
collaborative learning

“The teachers have excellent subject knowledge
and really make the lessons interesting, relating the
subject to its real world applications where possible.”
methods where students
are encouraged to discuss
concepts and problems. A
level maths consists of Pure
Mathematics, Statistics
and Mechanics. Pure
Mathematics consists of
Proof, Algebra and Functions,
Coordinate geometry in
the (x,y) plane, Sequences
and Series, Trigonometry,
Exponentials and Logarithms,
Differentiation, Integration,
Numerical Methods and
Vectors. Statistics consists
of Statistical Sampling,
Data presentation and
interpretation, Probability,
Statistical distributions,
Statistical hypothesis
testing. Mechanics consists
of Quantities and units in
mechanics, Kinematics, Forces
and Newton’s laws, Moments.
Future Opportunities:
With an A-level in Maths you
can do practically anything!
Past students have gone on
to follow university courses
in subjects such as Maths,

Physics, Medicine, Architecture,
Aeronautical Engineering ,
Finance, Business, Economics,
Computing, Law and
Psychology; however, there
are many other diverse areas
where mathematical skills are
recognised as invaluable and
essential e.g. internet security,
quantity surveyor, project
manager. Employers highly
value an A Level in Maths and
on average, students who
have an A Level in Maths can
earn between 7% - 11% more
than those who don’t have the
qualification.
Exam Board: Edexcel
https://qualifications.pearson.
com/content/dam/pdf/A%20
Level/Mathematics/2017/
specification-and-sampleassesment/a-level-l3mathematics-specificationissue4.pdf

MEDIA STUDIES
A Level
Miss Lloyd - Head of Media Studies
cll@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Media studies is for students
who like to think for
themselves and argue their
point of view. Have you ever
wondered how TV companies
guarantee the success of their
latest show or why different
newspapers discuss the same
news story but in different
ways? It trains you to analyse
the media you see every day.
How would you like to make
your own music video or a
trailer for a new TV show?
At St. Mary’s we have a
dedicated Mac suite with
access to all the latest video
editing software to create high
quality videos, magazines and
webpages.
Media studies moves you from
a consumer of Media products
to a critical reader.

Areas of study
Each year consists of 30%
NEA (coursework) and 70%
examination
A2
Component 1 - Written paper 2
hours
Similar to AS but you will be
expected to make critical
comparisons between the texts
and also be able to apply your
skills to unseen texts.
Component 2 - Written Paper:
2hrs 30m
Media Forms and Products in
Depth Written examination:
The examination assesses
media language,
representation, media
industries, audiences and
media contexts and the indepth study of texts both in the
UK and internationally.
Component 3
The creative challenge. You will
respond to a media brief set by
the exam board and create two
products based around this for
a specific audience.

Future Opportunities:
The course is a good
foundation for either
further study in media and
communication studies or
ICT related industries such
as system/network design,
web design programming,
software design , television or
journalism.
Exam Board: EDUQAS
https://www.eduqas.co.uk/
qualifications/media-studiesas-a-level/#tab_overview

MEDICAL SCIENCE
Level 3 Certificate & Diploma
Ms Thomas - Subject Coordinator
kth@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Medical Science is the science of
dealing with the maintenance of
health and the prevention and
treatment of diseases. This is a
practical, work related course
providing a vocational perspective
integrated with knowledge,
understanding and skills of key
scientific principles to support
progress to higher education or
employment in areas of Medical
Science.
Areas of study
This is a new course that
commenced September 2019.
There are two qualifications; a
Certificate (equivalent to AS) and a
Diploma (equivalent to an A-level).
The nested units will ensure that
students can move from the
Certificate (three units) to the
Diploma (six units).
•

They cover the key topics of
health, physiology and disease,
as well as providing the
opportunity to study the areas
of pharmacology, physiological
measurement, clinical testing
and medical research.

•

•

•

“Scientists have become the bearers of the torch of
discovery in our quest for knowledge.”
Stephen Hawking
These will develop the
knowledge and understanding
of the science used by
organisations and industry.
They will develop your interest
in Medical Science and its
practical applications by
exploring and experiencing
science in a vocational context.
They will prepare you for
further study on a course in
a Medical Science related
subject or for training in
a Medical Science related
occupation.

Certificate:
Unit 1: Human Health and Disease
(50% exam).
Unit 2: Physiological Measurement
Techniques (25% internally
assessed portfolio).
Unit 3: Medical Science Research
Methods (25% internally assessed
portfolio).
Diploma:
Unit 1: Human Health and Disease
(25% exam).
Unit 2: Physiological Measurement
Techniques (12.5% internally
assessed portfolio).
Unit 3: Medical Science Research
Methods (12.5% internally assessed
portfolio).

Unit 4: Medicines and Treatment
of Disease (25% internally assessed
portfolio).
Unit 5: Clinical Laboratory
Techniques (12.5% externally
assessed assignment)
Unit 6: Medical Case Study (12.5%
exam).
The overall weighting (over the
two years):
• 50% external assessment with
two exams and one externally
assessed assignment.
• 50% internal assessment with
three coursework portfolios.
Future Opportunities:
This course will enable you
to enter laboratory based
employment or to study for higher
level qualifications in a range of
Medical Science areas. Students
taking this qualification have gone
on to study nursing, midwifery,
radiography, physiotherapy,
biomedical science and sports
science.
Exam Board: WJEC
Specification available at:
https://www.wjec.co.uk/
qualifications/medical-sciencelevel-3/#tab_overview

MUSIC
A Level
Miss Lloyd - Head of Music
tho@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
The A Level Music course explores
all three main musical disciplines
of performing, composing and
appraising. It is an exciting,
rewarding and stimulating course
that helps create well-rounded
musicians. This course is suitable
for those who…
•
Love playing an instrument
and performing
• Like exploring and creating
new music
• Enjoy listening to music from a
range of styles
• Want to pursue a career in
music
• Want to pursue a career in
something other than music,
but wish to gain the wide
ranging life skills that music
can help develop.
Through studying A Level
Music, you are able to develop
your performance skills and
explore your creativity through
composing. You will build up
your aural and analytical skills by
studying set pieces of music from
a variety of periods. A Level Music
is excellent preparation for higher
education courses in music, but
the skills learnt can be equally
valuable for those that want to
pursue alternative paths.

Areas of study
Component 1: Performing – 35% or
25% (coursework) Opportunities
to perform as a soloist and/ or
as part of an ensemble. You can
choose music in any style. Most
instruments (including voice) are
accepted.
Component 2: Composing – 25%
or 35% (coursework) Compose
two pieces of music (25%), one to
a brief and one free composition
or…
Compose three pieces of music
(35%), one to a brief, one that
reflects the style of another area of
study and one free composition.
Component 3: Appraising – 40%
(Exam) Analyse set musical pieces
through listening and studying
scores. Develop theoretical
knowledge and explore the
detailed inner workings of wellknown musical pieces in a range
of musical styles.
Future Opportunities:
There are endless opportunities
for you after studying Music.
Students often go on to study
music at degree level undertaking
courses such as Classical Music,
Jazz Music, Popular Music
Studies, Music Performance,
Song-writing, Music Production,
Music Journalism, Music
Business and Film Music. There

are also alternative pathways
such as studying to be a music
teacher, music therapist, sound
technician, community arts
worker, event manager, theatre
stage manager, radio producer
or arts administrator. Studying
music doesn’t mean you have to
be limited to a career in music.
Studying music develops a variety
of skills and allows you to explore
your creativity. You can study a
varied A Level curriculum if you
are thinking about studying other
academic courses such as maths
or the sciences with music. Music
is looked upon favourably by
universities and employers as it
demonstrates that you…
• Can think creatively and solve
problems
• Have high standards and
stretch your inner resources
• Are willing to show sustained
effort to achieve excellence
• Are disciplined
• Can work effectively as a
member of a team
• Are flexible and can be a multidimensional worker
• Can communicate & cooperate
with others
• Are willing to conquer fear and
take risks.
Exam board: Eduqas
https://www.eduqas.co.uk/media/
bwjls2p4/eduqas-a-level-musicspec-from-2016-d.pdf

MUSIC PERFORMANCE
BTEC
Miss Lloyd - Head of Music
tho@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
The BTEC Music Performance
course is for anyone who
would like to study music
in a practical work-related
setting. There is a clear focus
on providing students with
the realistic skills needed for a
successful career in music. This
lively vocational qualification
is designed for students who
want a strong core of music
performance study. Budding
musicians and performers will
benefit from this course. This
course is suitable for those
who…
•
Love playing an instrument
and performing
• Wish to improve as a solo
performer
• Want to learn how to play in
a band or ensemble
• Like exploring and creating
new music
• Want to pursue a career in
music
• Want to gain extensive
knowledge of the music
industry

Areas of Study
Mandatory Units of Study:
Practical Music Theory and
Harmony
Professional Practice in the
Music Industry
Ensemble Music Performance
Optional Units of Study:
Composing Music
Music Performance Session
Styles
Solo Performance
Improvising Music
Future Opportunities
There are numerous
opportunities for you
after studying BTEC Music
Performance. You will have
many options at university
such as studying Classical
Music, Jazz Music, Popular
Music, Music Performance,
Song-writing, Music
Production, Music Journalism,
Music Business and Film Music.
BTEC Music Performance also
provides a vocational context in
which learners can develop the
knowledge and skills required
for particular degree courses,
including effective writing,
analytical skills, creative

development, performance
skills and preparation for
assessment methods used in
degrees.
A vast amount of transferable
skills are gained from studying
BTEC Music Performance,
such as creative thinking,
problem solving, teamwork,
communication, independent
learning, analysis and
evaluation. Employers
specifically look for these
skills to complement technical
knowledge so they will provide
an advantage when learners
progress to the workplace.
Studying BTEC Music can lead
directly to higher education
courses in music and a
successful career within the
music industry.
Exam board: Edexcel
https://qualifications.pearson.
com/content/dam/pdf/
BTEC-Nationals/Music/2017/
Specification/9781446928110_
BTEC_Nat_ExtCert_Music_
Spec_prepubfinal.pdf

PERFORMING ARTS
BTEC
Miss Lloyd - Head of Performing Arts
cll@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
This course will appeal to
anyone who has an interest in
Performing Arts, is
practically minded and sees
themselves on the stage as an
actor or singer. If you enjoy
working as part of a team to
specific deadlines and taking
charge of your own learning
whilst developing your
interpersonal skills, this could
be the course for you.
Areas of study
•

•
•

•

Investigating the people
who have had the most
influence over the theatre
we see today (Practitioners)
Developing your own skills
as an Actor (Voice and
Movement)
Taking part in a production
for an invited audience
(group Performance
workshop)
Developing your skills as a
Musical Theatre or Classical
Performer.

You may also have to
opportunity to:
•
Work on more challenging
texts such as Shakespeare
• Develop and experiment
with different styles of
acting
• Singing techniques for
Performance
• Directing
Btec Level 3 Extended
Certificate in Performing Arts
Please enquire about the
possibility of studying:
• Btec Diploma in Performing
Arts (2 A levels)
Future Opportunities:
This course provides a good
foundation for either Drama
school, University or into a
career related to the
performing arts including
film, television or theatre
industries as an actor, dancer,
choreographer, singer,
musician, director, theatre
administrator, set designer,
costume designer. events

management, public relations
and drama.
Because of the transferable
skills such as teamwork, taking
responsibility for your own
learning and working within
set briefs to a specific deadline,
the course is also ideal for
the further study of Events
Management, Public relations,
teaching, and Business. 62%
of companies have recruited
employees with a Btec
qualification.
Exam Board: Pearson
https://qualifications.pearson.
com/en/qualifications/btecnationals/performing-arts-2016.
html

PHILOSOPHY, ETHICS & THEOLOGY
A Level
Mr Allan - Head of Department
pal@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk

“Studying theology fosters critical thinking skills that
employers value. We discuss ethical questions and ‘is
there a better way of doing this?”
- Robert Beckford

Is this the course for me?

Areas of Study

Future Opportunities

No prior knowledge is required.
Students develop critical and
evaluative skills essential both for
University and the workplace.
A-level PET helps students develop
their interest in, and enthusiasm
for, a rigorous study of Religious
and Philosophical ideas and their
relation to the wider world. The
course offers plenty of opportunity
for reflection and growth, allowing
students the freedom to develop
their own values, opinions and
attitudes in the light of their
learning. If you are someone who
wants the chance to examine the
fundamental life questions that
have exercised human beings over
centuries, and to develop your
own approach to these questions,
then PET A Level is for you!

100% examination
All examinations will be taken at
the end of the two year course. AS
can be completed as a standalone
qualification.
The PET course is divided into the
three separate but compatible
disciplines of Philosophy, Ethics
and Theology.
Within Philosophy, key content
includes: Philosophies of Plato and
Aristotle on Soul, Body and Mind;
Arguments about the existence or
non-existence of God; the nature
of religious experience and the
problem of evil.

The skills developed through
PET are particularly suited to
further study in Religious Studies,
Theology, Philosophy, Ethics,
Politics, Law, Sociology, the Social
Sciences, Journalism, Politics and
English.

Skills developed by the course
include the analysis of texts
and complex issues, reasoned
decision-making and problemsolving, analytical rigour and
the ability to criticise and reason
logically, sensitivity to cultural and
religious diversity and the ability
to communicate complex ideas
clearly and effectively.

Within Ethics, key content
includes: Ethical theories
including Aquinas’ Natural Law
and Fletcher’s Situation Ethics;
Applying ethical theory to issues
such as euthanasia, business, and
sexual matters.
Within Theology, key content
includes: Augustine’s teaching
on human nature, death and
the afterlife; the origins and
development of Christianity; moral
principles and justice issues within
Christianity; attitudes to other
religions and attitudes to gender.

The course provides a strong
foundation for careers in (among
others): national and local
government, finance, law, schools,
colleges and universities (for
teaching and research positions),
charities, voluntary and notfor-profit organisations, social
services,
To find out more, speak to one
of the RS staff - we’d be happy
to help you. Why not follow us
on Twitter - https://twitter.com/
PET_SMCA
http://www.ocr.org.uk/
Images/242913specification-accredited-a-levelgce-religious-studies-h573.pdf

PHOTOGRAPHY
A Level
Miss Johnson - Head of Photography
cjo@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Digital photography is a
way of visually recording,
documenting and presenting
both the ordinary and the
extraordinary. It is explored as
an art, but also as practice and
in many different forms. It is
often considered an art form,
an aspect of self-expression,
a journalistic process or even
an aspect of visual culture. We
promote individual creativity
in a supportive environment.
You will have the opportunity
to work with professional
studio equipment and develop
skills in outdoor, studio and
experimental photography
along with skills in postproduction using packages
such as Photoshop and Pixlr.

Areas of study
Following an introduction
to technical skills you will
work on personalised themes
dependent of your area of
interest; themes as diverse as
reflections, colour, portraiture,
campaign photography and
mood. You will then develop
an extended coursework
project; your own personal
investigation, and follow a
creative journey and an in

“Studying photography gives you a whole new
perspective on the imagery we are surrounded
by every day. I love it!”

depth study into your chosen
theme.
The first year
Component 1: An exploratory
unit leading into a personal
investigation
You can extend your
photographic ability and
techniques, digital editing
skills, using state of the art
software, creative sketchbook
development, mixed media
techniques and evidence
of a high level of critical
understanding, involving
visits to galleries. Themes are
established and you create
experimental shoots and
techniques relating to your
own theme and in response
to contextual references and
additional research.
The second year
Component 1 : Focus on
personal investigation
An opportunity to develop your
own emerging photographic
practice in a more personal
way, supplemented by
research and gallery visits
and an opportunity to refine
experimental work to reach a
final conclusion.
Component 2 : An externally
set themed body of work
The research development and
photographic experimentation

of an externally set of starting
points which will lead to
a timed examination. You
select an appropriate title
and embark upon a project in
response to their chosen title.
You will have 15 hours over 3
days to complete your final
outcome.
Assessment weighting
60% Component 1 (coursework)
40% Component 2 (externally
set task)

Future opportunities
Progression to university on
to a Media, Photography, or
Art related degree course, or a
Foundation Diploma or Level 0
Course in Art and Design. Some
students have progressed to
study Radiography and now
work within the NHS.
Careers: Advertising,
Animator, Art Director, Artist,
Art/ Photography,/ Design
teacher/ Tutor, Photographic
Journalist, Photographer for
magazines, fashion companies,
sports companies, other
products, radiographer,
opportunity to set up, run own
photography studio, film and
media production, director
of photography - there are
endless possibilities.

PHYSICS
A Level
Dr Leaver - Head of Physics
mle@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Physics is a subject without
limits – everything in your
life, on this planet, other
planets, to the far reaches of
the universe and beyond is in
physics. Physics deals with the
big questions: Is there order in
the chaos of the universe? Are
there parallel universes? Will
we ever travel back in time?
What holds matter together?
What is dark matter? Is there
a single model that explains
everything from atoms to
universes?
Physics is more than a subject
– it trains your brain to think
beyond boundaries.
Entry to this course requires a
minimum grade 6 at GCSE in
both Maths and Science.
Areas of study
At St Mary’s students follow
the AQA A level Physics course.
Assessment of the course
is 100% examination with
no coursework component.

“Learn from yesterday, live for today, hope for tomorrow.
The important thing is to not stop questioning.”
- Albert Einstein
However practical skills are
a key component of the
course. There are 12 required
practical activities that have
to be completed over 2 years.
Successful completion of
this leads to the award of the
Practical Endorsement. In
addition practical skills are
tested in the exams
A level Physics has three
examination papers that cover
the following topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measurement and
uncertainty in Physics.
The characterisation of
wave behaviour
Introduction to the
quantum world
Forces, energy and motion
Materials and their
properties
The physics of electricity
The use of fields to explain
the basic forces acting
around us.
The physics of the nucleus
The use of models to predict
behaviour of systems as
varied as planetary motion

•

to how atomic behaviour in
gasses drove the industrial
revolution
The turning points
of Physics – how the
challenges of new ideas and
thinking in physics have
generated new directions
and amazing predictions –
from quantum physics to
relativistic effects

Future Opportunities:
Physicists find employment
in careers as diverse as lawyers
to astronauts, web designers to
architects, engineers to pilots.
Physics is a highly sought
after qualification and can be
a passport to many different
careers and challenges.
Are you up to the challenge of
continuing your interest in
Physics and the rewards your
hard work can provide?
Exam Board: AQA
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
subjects/science/as-and-a-level/
physics-7407- 7408

POLITICS
A Level
Mrs Stephenson - Head of Politics
rst@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk

“Politics is vibrant, relevant and potentially life
changing. I enjoy debating the issues of the day.”

Is this course for me?

Areas of Study

Future Opportunities:

At St. Mary’s Government
and Politics is popular
with students who enjoy
current affairs, debates and
discussions, who wish to study
a subject that is vibrant and
exciting.

100% examination.
Politics is a subject that both
unites and divides people
in issues that are directly
relevant to all our lives – like
health, economy, education,
crime, war and peace. How do
we meet the challenges and
questions that our country
faces every day?
Current topics include:
Voting Behaviour and Electoral
Systems, Parties and Pressure
Groups; Parliament and
Government, the EU and the
Constitution; Political
Ideologies and Government of
the USA

The Russell Group regard
Government & Politics A Level
as one of the key challenging
subjects that allow entry to
the most prestigious courses
at undergraduate level. It is
seen as a traditional academic
subject providing evidence of
a student’s ability to produce
detailed written arguments
and reach valid judgements
based on strong analysis
of supporting evidence.
The course is an excellent
preparation for a wide variety
of university courses and
people orientated careers such
as law, journalism, human
resources, medicine, sciences,
civil service, PR and, of course,
politics and local government.

The Academy regularly hosts
visits from MPs and councillors.
Trips, e.g. to Parliament
and party conferences, are
also popular. Recently our
students have met MPs Jeremy
Corbyn, Ed Miliband, Andy
Burnham, Gordon Marsden,
Paul Maynard, Theresa May,
Philip Hammond and George
Osbourne. Students have
assisted in the running of
student council elections
within St. Mary’s and been
involved with the national
youth council.

Exam Board: AQA
http://qualifications.pearson.
com/en/qualifications/
edexcel-a-levels/politics-2017.
html#tab-0

PSYCHOLOGY
A Level
Mr Phillips - Head of Psychology
iph@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk

“Studying Psychology has shown me how amazing
the human mind is. I know for sure now that I want a
career working with people.”

Is this course for me?

Areas of study

Future Opportunities:

Psychology is the scientific
study of the human mind
and behaviour. If you’re
interested in learning about
different types of behaviour
and the explanations for
these behaviours, Psychology
might be for you. It helps us to
understand why people behave
the way they do and how the
brain works.

100% examination

You would be encouraged to
study Psychology further at
University and this could lead
into future careers such as:
Clinical Psychologist, Forensic
Psychologist, Educational
Psychologist, Counselling,
Police/Nursing/Teaching, Social
Worker.

A Level Psychology is designed
to give you a basic introduction
into the science of Psychology
and focuses on using scientific
knowledge to help explain
the world around us. Within
the course you will get the
opportunity to look at the
five main areas of modern
psychology and carry out your
own practical investigations
based around these areas.

The same subjects from Year
One of the A Level and will
be sat at the end of Year 13,
assessed through three written
papers.
The course covers the five
areas of human psychology:
Cognitive, biological,
developmental and social
psychology plus individual
differences.
By applying the knowledge
gained from these key areas
you will be able to answer such
questions as ‘Are we born male
or do we become male?’,
‘Why do we obey some
teachers and ignore others?’,
‘Why do some people have an
irrational fear of cotton wool?’,
‘Is there a criminal gene?’

Exam Board: AQA
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
subjects/psychology/as-and-alevel/psychology-7181-7182

SOCIOLOGY
A Level
Mr Phillips - Head of Sociology
iph@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk

“Neither the life of an individual nor the
history of a society can be understood without
understanding both”
- C. Wright Mills

Is this course for me?

Areas of study

Are you interested in how
people behave? How society
is changing and why conflicts
occur? Do you wonder why
there are more men than
women in prison? Are you
concerned that the media
controls what people believe
and how they act? Do you
want to understand why
girls outperform boys at
school? Topics such as the
modern family, the education
system, the media and
crime and deviance will be
studied in A-Level Sociology,
whilst studying theoretical
perspectives such as Feminism,
Marxism and Functionalism.
Sociology is a highly regarded
by universities (including
Oxford and Cambridge)
and employers, as it helps
to develop skills of critical
evaluation, analysis and
communication,

A2 is examined by three written
exams at the end of Year 13
In the first year, you will study:
• Education with methods in
context
• Research methods, families
and households
In the second year, you will
study:
• Education with theory and
methods
• Families and households
• The Media
• Crime and deviance
• Sociological theories
Future Opportunities:
Sociology links closely with
AS/A Level Government
& Politics, Psychology,
Economics, History, Law,
English and even Geography
(through Globalisation and
consideration of different
cultures). Sociologists can
expect to find employment
in a wide variety of fields,

including government,
the media, law (including
criminal justice), marketing
& advertising, PR, journalism,
law, the police, social work,
the probation service, youth
work, nursing or medicine and
education. Many sociology
graduates work as community
relations advisers for banks,
insurance companies, and
even in advertising and other
commercial organisations
through public opinion polls,
motivational research and
customer/employee relations.
Sociology is a relevant
qualification for any career
that involves working with the
public.
Exam Board: AQA

SPANISH
A Level
Miss Lynch - Head of MFL
fil@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
Spanish is a fantastic and
important language to
learn. With more than 500
million speakers worldwide
in Spain, Latin America, the
United States and even the
Philippines, knowledge of
Spanish is a definite advantage
in today’s competitive job
market. Spanish is useful as
one of the top five languages
for business. The Spanish
department’s mission is to
instil a passion for this exciting
language and to provide you
with an invaluable tool for
your future, making you highly
competitive and employable.
Areas of study
The course involves a range
of topics focussing on
Aspects of Hispanic society,
Multiculturalism in Hispanic
society, Artistic culture in the
Hispanic world and Aspects
of political life in the Hispanic

“I love the sounds and structures of Spanish
conversation. Practising speaking at home whilst
cooking Spanish food is an enjoyable challenge!
Spanish is widely used and a great language to travel
with. It’s broadened my horizons as well as my skillset.”
world. You will also undertake
an in-depth study of either one
literary text and one film, or
two literary texts. In addition,
you will research a topic of your
choice for the speaking exam.
Studying Spanish at A level
promotes greater fluency,
grammatical accuracy and
confidence in all forms of
language. You will develop your
knowledge through reading
and listening to authentic
source materials and learning
how to extract information,
initiate conversations and
respond to questions both
orally and in writing.
Paper 1 (50%) – listening,
reading and writing exam,
including short translations
from Spanish into English and
English into Spanish.
Paper 2 (20%) – writing exam,
an essay on each of the literary
texts/films studied.
Paper 3 (30%) – speaking exam
on the four themes and an

independent research project.
Future Opportunities:
Spanish is seen as an academic
subject by universities and at
degree level combines well
with almost any subject. A
successful grade in this course
offers valuable skills for foreign
travel, further education and
employment. Example careers
are: translator or interpreter
(United Nations, European
Union, NATO), tourism,
business, the airline industry,
finance, e-commerce, teaching
and the Foreign Service,
among many other career
paths.
Exam board: AQA
AQA specification: https://www.
aqa.org.uk/subjects/languages/
as-and-a-level/spanish-7692

SPORT
BTEC
Mr Reidy - Head of PE
dre@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?

Areas of study

Future Opportunities:

This course is perfect for those
who love everything about
sport. If you love playing it,
reading about it and watching
it then St. Mary’s BTEC Sport
is the course for you. It’s for
those who want to study with
like-minded students and be
taught by staff who love sport
too.

The new B-TEC National is a
vocational and work related
course.

The BTEC Sport course is
recognised by universities
for degree courses such as
Sports Science, Coaching,
Physiotherapy & Leisure
Management, to name just
a few. If you decide not to go
to university, the BTEC Sport
course provides employment
routes into a number of areas
such as the armed forces,
police, sport and leisure
industry and other health
fields, e.g. physiotherapy,
coaching, fitness armed
services, instructor, sports
manager, broadcasting,
journalism, sports medicine,
nurse, teaching.

Students are encouraged
to develop a wide range of
knowledge and understanding
of sport as well as their ability
to perform. The course is
ideally suited for students who
have a real interest in sport
and associated industry. We
provide students with personal
guidance and support to
ensure all students achieve
their full potential.

Mandatory units
1. Anatomy & Physiology exam
2. Fitness training &
programming for health,
sport & well-being Controlled Task
3. Professional development
in the sports industry Assignment
Optional unit
4. Practical sport - Assignment

Exam Board: Edexcel
https://qualifications.pearson.
com/en/qualifications/btecnationals/sport-2016.html

SPORT ACADEMY
Mr Reidy - Head of PE
dre@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk
Is this course for me?
St. Mary’s Sports Academy is
ideal for any student wishing
to pursue a career in sport and
leisure, whether that is within
coaching, sports journalism,
leisure management,
physiotherapy, or teaching.
The qualifications and
leadership opportunities will
act as a ‘springboard’ for future
employment and/or university.
Areas of study
Currently the main focus
of the Sport Academy is on
the nationally recognised
‘Certificate in Higher Sports
Leadership Award’ run by
Sports Leaders UK. This course
has UCAS points attached to it.
There is an opportunity to gain
coaching qualifications such
as:
•
•

The FA level 1 coaching
badge
The FA referee badge

•
•
•
•
•

Young Leaders Handball
RFU Tag level 1
RFU level 1 referee course
Basketball level 1 coaching
Basketball level 1 scoring
and referring badge
• Passport Golf level 1
• Cricket coach support
worker
All qualification costs are either
heavily subsidised or will be
paid fully by St. Mary’s.
Future Opportunities
All qualifications are nationally
recognised, leading potentially
to future employment. They
will certainly enhance any
UCAS application for sport
related courses. Within the
football industry coaches
now must have a minimum
of level 1 badge. Referees
must also be qualified. PE
teaching is becoming a hugely
competitive and popular
career for young people.
Anything that can set you
apart from other applicants

will be massively beneficial.
Universities are keen to
allocate places to students who
are not solely academic and
have demonstrated the ability
to lead, volunteer and work
outside a school setting. St.
Mary’s Sports Academy allows
for all these opportunities.
At St. Mary’s Sixth Form we
believe that we are unique
in so much that there is not
another sixth form provider
in Blackpool, Fylde and Wyre
offering something similar to
our versatile, specialist course.

COURSE & SUBJECT SELECTION
The standard entry criteria to secure a place in our Sixth Form are a
minimum of 5 GCSEs at grade 4 or above including English Language
or Literature and Maths. Please note all students wishing to enrol on
to A-level Maths, Chemistry, Physics and Biology courses must have a
prior attainment of at least a grade 6 in Maths GCSE.
The choice of courses should be taken after the fullest consultation
with parents and tutors. Some of the factors that should be taken
into account are:
1. GCSE results (including tier of GCSE entry, if applicable)
2. Staff advice
3. Interest in the subject and work ethic
4. Ability in the subject
5. Any future career choice
6. Combinations of subjects
7. Preference for coursework or exams
Where there is, as yet, no clear choice of career or Higher Education
it is important for students to keep as many options open as possible.
Students have the option to study three or four subjects and/or enrol
onto either of our Health or Sports Academy. We also offer Core
Maths. Core Maths is a qualification equivalent to an AS and worth
UCAS points. It is a bespoke course intended to support the Maths
skills needed in other A level subjects such as Biology, Psychology
and Geography, to name just a few. The content is more accessible
than A level Maths.

RESEARCH YOUR CHOICES
1.

If you are interested in applying to Oxford or Cambridge,
or for Medicine, Dentistry or Veterinary Studies
you will need to apply by early October in the first
half term in the Yr 13 and grade 9 passes at GCSE.

2. For vocational courses such as Dentistry, Medicine,
Nursing, Veterinary Science, Law and Teaching, work
experience or shadowing is vital before you apply.
Involvement in sport, drama, journalism and media is also
important if you attend to apply for courses in these areas.
3. For some university degrees, the A level subject will be
specified e.g. Biology or Human Biology for a degree
course in Physiotherapy. For some degree courses such as
Business Studies and Psychology, some universities require
a GCSE pass in Maths at grade 6 or above. Make sure you
check university websites early on – www.ucas.com.

Intentions range from the more
traditional courses, for example:
Medicine, Biomedical Sciences, Law,
Journalism, English

52%

A*- A Grades
Achieved
2019/20

100%
High grades in
BTEC Subjects

Above the
national
average for
progress

Vocational Courses such as: From
Nursing, Graphics and Teaching, to the
topical Politics and working with the
film industry

100%

Pass rate at A
Level for the
past 3 years!

Large enough
to matter,
small enough
to care

99%+

Destination data
for students into
higher education
& Employment

HEALTH ACADEMY

The health and social care sector is Lancashire’s largest employment sector, employing 16% of the workforce. Like the rest of the UK,
Lancashire has an aging population and more people with complex care needs living longer. This means that demand for health care
services is set to continue rising, creating a range of employment opportunities.
The Health Academy is an exciting, innovative and practical development in partnership with Blackpool Teaching Hospitals NHS trust.
Your journey will include a rotation of linked placements from Nursing, Medical AHP (allied healthcare professional), Biomedical
Sciences and Radiography
North West of England job facts:
277,528 Jobs in health & medical professions in the North West
13,026 New openings each year
£28,590 average salary
To be eligible, students must attain a minimum of 5 GCSE passes at a minimum of grade 4 including English Language and Maths.
Students will select three subjects for academic study, including at least one of: Health & Social Care, Medical Science, Biology,
Chemistry. This is in addition to the Health Academy Pathway.

SPORTS ACADEMY

In an ever increasingly competitive market for jobs in the sports industry and sports related university courses, our Sports Academy
provides you with the opportunity to up-skill in a number of nationally recognised coaching and leadership qualifications to act as a
springboard for both job and university applications. There are 12 qualifications in total, including: FA Level 1 Coaching Badge, Basketball
England – Basketball Level 1 Coaching Badge (with Referee and Table Official Qualification), NICAS – National Indoor Climbing Award –
Level 1 to name just a few.
All qualifications are timetabled during the school day and are paid for by the Academy. Previous students completing the course have
highlighted an improvement in not only their coaching and leadership in a number of sports but also a development of a number of life
skills such as their communication, organisation and confidence to name a few, all skills that universities and employers are extremely
keen to see in young people.
Sports Academy works closely with a number of local community sports clubs and schools to provide as many opportunities to coach
and lead as possible including Clifton Rangers Junior FC, Fleetwood Town FC, Blackpool FC Community Trust, Woodlands School and
Blackpool Cricket Club.
The Sports Academy can be completed alongside a range of A levels or BTEC level 3 qualifications in a range of subjects (please see the
Sixth Form website for more information).

OPPORTUNITY
Our Sixth Form motto is ‘Embrace challenge - Strive to learn - Achieve your goal.’ Students aspirations change as they develop and our
aim is to support the development of high aspirations and thoughtful career paths. This can include work experience or volunteering
opportunities to support job or university applications. Recent examples have been in medicine, nursing, law, engineering, childcare,
journalism, photography, graphics, teaching, the media, business, ICT and computing – the list is as varied as our students interests.
We encourage each and every student to find their own niche in the Sixth Form, allowing them to grow academically and socially.
This is partly achieved through enrichment time (either by accredited qualifications or general activities), excellent pastoral care, or the
many social events organised by the Sixth Form students themselves.
Students have the opportunity to take part in curriculum based activities such as; Downing Street / Westminster and Political Party
Conferences with Politics, West End shows with Performing Arts, Hothersall Lodge for a residential Biology field trip, famous art galleries
with Art, ‘The Young Apprentice’ with Business Studies, theatre trips with Literature and Performing Arts and field trips with Geography
and Biology.
There are also many extra-curricular options available including; school band and choir plays and musical productions, charity and
volunteering opportunities, team building, induction and ethos days, sporting activities (competitive and non-competitive), summer trip
to Nepal, debate club, quiz nights and other social events run by the Sixth Form.
At St. Mary’s we are proud to have a strong sense of community with a positive and vibrant atmosphere. In the current Sixth Form, we
have students from Cardinal Allen, St. Bede’s, St. George’s, Montgomery, St. Aidan’s, Highfield and Unity. These tutor groups provide a
focal point for daily administration, and for tutor coaching of academic and personal progress.

CHALLENGE
Enrichment Qualifications

In addition to chosen subjects, students also follow a curriculum enrichment
programme, tailored to meet individual student ability and interest. The aim of this is
two-fold; students are involved in choices to ensure the development of transferable
independent learning skills useful to Higher Education or future employers and will
also gain accreditation through additional formal qualifications. We currently offer
Core Maths, Further Maths and EPQ.

Extended Project Qualification (EPQ)

The EPQ is a free standing qualification, which is valued by universities; worth
70 UCAS points and is equivalent to half an A Level. It provides you with the
opportunity to work on an individual research paper, with one-to-one support
from your tutor. It allows you to explore an aspect of a subject you are
studying, choose a topic in which you have a personal interest or do a
project about an issue that concerns you.

Why take the Extended Project
Qualification?

It can be particularly helpful to students wishing to pursue
an academic career in medicine for example or apply for
apprenticeships with many reputable companies. It will set you
apart from other candidates who may be applying for a place at
a competitive university such as Oxford or Cambridge, or onto
competitive courses, as it shows you are a student who is selfmotivated, imaginative and committed to study.

SUPPORT
TUTOR

When you come to St Mary’s, you will have your own Form tutor. Your tutor will support you in all aspects of college life from guidance in
your studies; help with your study skills; advice regarding possible career progression and application to Higher Education; to arranging
any extra help or support you may need during your learning. Through regular tutorials and one to-one coaching, your tutor will work
with you to ensure that you reach your full potential whilst at Academy. The Academy recognises the importance of pastoral support and
we work closely, in addition to promoting positive mental health by:
•
•
•
•

Offering coaching as part of Form time
Excellent links with appropriate internal and external agencies for mentoring, coaching and counselling services
Challenging discriminatory attitudes and behaviour
Encouraging professional development on a range of mental health issues.

At St Mary’s each student really does matter, and parents and carers should be aware that the Academy will take any reasonable
action to ensure the safety and well-being of its students. If you are worried about a student you can contact the Head of Sixth Form
(Mrs Burrough). We recognise the damage that can be caused by bullying, in all its forms and have a zero tolerance policy towards any
behaviour that causes anxiety or distress to others. We regard each person as worthy of the utmost respect.

BURSARY FUND

In order to ensure all students can access post-16 education schools, colleges and training providers have been issued bursary funds to
help you if you’re studying or starting a course and face financial hardship. A full bursary policy is available on the academy website,
or if you would like some personal advice regarding this, you are welcome to email 6thform@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk. Please note all
requests are dealt with the utmost confidence and discretion.
If there are queries please contact Debbie Papa on 01253 396286 or email dpa@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk.

ADDITIONAL LEARNING SUPPORT

Please contact Mrs Stansfield, Head of Learning Support if you would like further details. Email hds@st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk

CHAPLAINCY

St. Mary’s offers a wide range of opportunities for those wanting to get the
most out of their Sixth Form experience. We have a strong St Vincent de
Paul group (SVP), which offers a wide variety of volunteering projects, both
long and short term, to make your CV sparkle! Our volunteers help in local
primary schools, go to the local homeless shelter Street Life, visit elderly
members of the local community or support people in difficult situations.

COUNSELLING

If you feel the need to talk in confidence about issues that are worrying
you, then we have a staff counsellor and chaplaincy team available for
consultation. Don’t forget that your tutor, or any member of the Academy
staff are also available to discuss any issues you may be having during
your time at college. If you would like to access the Academy Counselling
Service, speak to your tutor, or Head of Sixth Form.

CAREERS GUIDANCE

We have a specialist careers team who will support you in making
decisions and choices for your future. There is a dedicated area in the
library with a range of careers information, university prospectuses and
online resources. Whatever your future plans may be, qualified careers
staff are available to discuss your individual career plans.

EXPERIENCE
A Classroom Without Walls
St Mary’s travels to Nepal
We are blessed to be able to lead groups of students
to Nepal each year where ‘the journey of a lifetime’
is not a cliché. Students who’ve been have changed
their life direction in incredible ways as a result of
their experiences. Many go on to volunteer in their
own community, travel again, volunteer abroad or
take career pathways that lead to helping many
people.
So why Nepal? There is no doubt whatsoever that
immersing oneself in the atmosphere of Kathmandu
and exploring the temples of this amazing place
inspires each and every person who has dared
to explore. Mix this with an exciting opportunity
to volunteer abroad and teach children whose
aspirations are far beyond our comprehension and
you enjoy a unique learning experience like no
other.
The expedition has the main elements: 1) The
incredible and exciting itinerary that takes in
Buddhist and Hindu temples and their rituals and
practices as well as the ancient Newari culture. 2)
The challenging timetable of Volunteer Teaching to
12 classes of children at Shubyakamana Academy.
3) The personal development and leadership skills
of each member of the team.

HOW DO I APPLY
Our preferred method is to apply online at:
www.st-mary.blackpool.sch.uk and visiting the
Sixth Form page where you will find an online
application form and further information about
Sixth Form and the courses we offer.
Alternatively, a hard copy can be available on
request along with the full admissions policy.
We welcome additional visits and subject
discussions throughout the year which can be
arranged by telephoning the main office on
01253 396286
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